Keep it Easy
By Joe Reilly

I was doing yoga/you were eating yogurt/I was drinking Chai tea/you were doing Tai Chi/My name is Joe Reilly/you wanna walk beside me/maybe we could climb trees/like the ones on my street/

We could keep it easy/like the summer breeze be/blowin’ through the green leaves/we could keep it easy/

Keep it easy/we keep it E-A-S-Y/

I was meditating/you were contemplating/I was rearranging/you said things were changing/Aren’t you a strange thing/what will our exchange bring/I like the way you sing/but I seem to be losing/

So I’m gon’ keep it easy/like the summer breeze be/blowin’ through the green leaves/I’m gon’ keep it easy/I want you to squeeze me/but you just wanna tease me/so I’m gon’ keep it easy/like the love that frees me/

We keep it easy/we keep it E-A-S-Y/

There’s a little man that lives in a cabin somewhere in my mind/and when he’s scared its his habit not to go outside/well won’t you come and sing with me/hold his hand and drink some tea/show him how fun it can be/to let go of I and become we/let go of I and become we/let go of you and become we/let go of who?/let go of me/let go of I and become we/

We keep it easy/we keep it E-A-S-Y/

I like to eat Cheetos/you don’t like mosquitoes/have you ever seen those/stupid new TV shows/newfangled Nintendos/I’m glad I have ten toes/I’ll bring you a stemmed rose/we could watch some videos/

We could keep it easy/like the summer breeze be/blowin’ through the green leaves/we could keep it easy/like the love that frees me/even if she sees me/I’m still gon’ keep it easy/got to keep it easy/

We keep it easy/we keep it E-A-S-Y/